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Abstract 

Smart farming era has already begun and its societal and environmental implications are expected to be huge. In this 

context, the Internet of Things (IoT) technologies have become the major path forward towards novel farming 

practices. The unprecedented capability of data collection and management offered by IoT is based on several factors 

of the underlying communication network architecture and technology, one of the most important being the 

application level protocol that is used among IoT nodes, gateways, and application servers. This work offers an up-to-

date survey of research efforts on the IoT application layer protocols, focusing on their basic characteristics, their 

performance as well as their recent use in agricultural applications. Furthermore, it provides a comparison among 

them, in terms of well-accepted key performance indicators and comments on their suitability in the framework of 

smart farming as well as the corresponding challenges that have to be faced towards their efficient implementation.  
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1. Introduction 

Emerging Internet of Things (IoT) technologies offer a great potential for novel solutions and smarter 

application development that can improve all aspects of the agricultural sector. Data collection has been 

made easier during the last decade due to recent advances of communication networks and protocols, 

mainly on the lower layers, i.e., the physical, link and network layers. However, in addition to these, the 

upper layer protocols are of major importance for efficient data collection and sharing. In the context of 

IoT, application layer protocols mainly refer to the lower part of the TCP/IP stack model’s application 

layer that corresponds to the OSI session layer and they are also commonly referred as messaging 

protocols. The two main categories are the protocols that follow the request/response model, and those 

that follow the publish/subscribe model. They can either be used in parts only of the IoT communication 

architecture or in the whole of it, meaning that while an IoT application protocol can be used for 

communication between the IoT devices and an IoT gateway, other protocols may be used between the 

gateway and the cloud or the cloud and the end user. Similarly to all IoT application frameworks, smart 

farming applications are based on IoT application layer protocols for data transfer. Though, the nature and 

diversity of IoT agricultural applications which span a wide range of requirements both in the type of data 

and the environments that the IoT devices are installed raise major challenges related to the volume, 

variety, veracity and velocity of the data. In this context, this work is building upon recent research efforts 

and related surveys [1-14] to include all the advancements and new evaluation results of testing IoT 

application protocols during the past three years, so that to provide a fresh and consistent basis that will 

allow comparison of the major ones among them: the Message Queue Telemetry Transport (MQTT) 

protocol, the Constrained Application Protocol (CoAP), the Extensible Messaging and Presence Protocol 

(XMPP), the Advanced Message Queuing Protocol (AMQP), the Data Distribution Service (DDS) 

protocol, the Representational State Transfer Hypertext Transfer Protocol (REST HTTP) and the 

WebSocket protocol. This comparison is based on key performance indicators [3] and is combined with 

the latest research efforts in IoT applications in agriculture, to derive the lessons learned as well as the 
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issues and challenges that are still important and need to be considered for real-life agricultural 

applications. 

While IoT in agriculture has already been in the center of smart farming research efforts for several 

years, the majority of works focus on the benefits and challenges of IoT in agriculture [15-16] or analyze 

IoT architectures, technologies and practices for smart agriculture ([7], [17]), focusing on hardware, 

platforms, sensors and wireless communication protocols [18-19]. There are no studies focusing explicitly 

on the evaluation of IoT application layer protocols in agricultural applications. Building upon recent 

surveys on IoT application protocols and comparative evaluations, e.g., [1-3] and [20] as well as recent 

IoT enabled agricultural applications’ development, the contribution of this work is twofold: (i) to provide 

a general, up to date, survey of IoT application protocols, (ii) to focus on the use, requirements, evaluation 

and research challenges of IoT application protocols in smart farming based on suitable key performance 

indicators, i.e., latency, energy and bandwidth requirements, throughput, reliability, security as well as 

developers’ preferences. 

The next Section provides a description of the protocols under consideration and their main 

characteristics summarizing recent literature and the corresponding, per protocol, standards. Based on this 

description, a review of the recent literature and the work in [3], Section 3 provides a comparison of the 

protocols in terms of latency, bandwidth and energy requirements as well as throughput and reliability. 

Section 4 reviews the latest IoT applications in farming and Section 5 provides an evaluation and 

discussion on the use IoT application protocols in agriculture while Section 6 concludes our work. 

2. Basic IoT application protocols 

2.1. Message Queue Telemetry Transport (MQTT) 

MQTT is a messaging protocol, originally introduced in 1999 by Andy Stanford-Clark (IBM) and 

Arlen Ninpper (Arcom) and later, its v3.1 version was standardized by OASIS [21-22]. It is based on the 

publish/subscribe model and is therefore suitable for devices with resource constraints and non-ideal 

networking conditions. Its simplicity and very small header size compared to other protocols make it one 

of the most important choices for IoT applications [1-3]. MQTT typically uses the TCP protocol at the 

transport level and its architecture includes two communication nodes: the clients and the servers/brokers 

(Figure 1). The clients can operate either as publishers or as subscribers or both to send and receive data. 

Messages are sent and received through the broker who acts as a distributor using topics. Every subscriber 

must subscribe to a topic to receive subsequent messages that the publisher has posted to this topic. The 

key messages being exchanged are: CONNECT/CONNACK to connect a client with the broker; 

SUBSCRIBE/SUBACK and UNSUBSCRIBE/UNSUBACK to subscribe/unsubscribe a client to/from a 

topic; PUBLISH/[PUBACK, PUBREC, PUBREL, PUBCOMP] for sending a message from a publisher 

to the broker or from the broker to a client when the last has been subscribed to the topic together with the 

associated confirmations, according to the provided Quality of Service (QoS).  

MQTT defines three QoS levels: QoS 0, 1 and 2. QoS 0 (at most once) is the lowest level at which the 

message is not confirmed or stored by the receiver nor it is sent again by the transmitter ("fire and 

forget"). In QoS 1 (at least once) the message will arrive one or more times at the receiver which responds 

with a confirmation message. Finally, in QoS 2 (exactly once) each message is received once and only 

once by the receiver with confirmation. It is the safest but also the slowest level with a total of four 

messages being exchanged between the client and the broker. Obviously, reliability increases with the 

QoS level however the bandwidth and the energy consumed increase as well.  

In their general format (Figure 2), MQTT messages consist of two bytes which are always present at 

the header. The Message Type specifies the type of message being exchanged, the DUP flag (duplicate) 

informs that the message has already been sent and therefore the receiver may have already received it; 

the QoS level field specifies the services’ quality level (QoS) and the Retain field informs the broker to 

keep the last PUBLISH message and send it when a new subscriber enters the topic. The last field shows 

the length of the remaining message. 
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Fig 1. MQTT protocol architecture [1-2], [23]. 

 

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Message Type DUP QoS level Retain 

Remaining length (1-4 bytes) 

Variable length header (optional) 

Variable length message payload (optional) 

Fig 2. General format of MQTT messages [1-2], [21]. 

 

MQTT includes two more QoS features defined in the control package (CONNECT) from the client to 

the broker: the Persistent session and Keep alive features. When a client is disconnected (either 

voluntarily or by mistake) from the broker, normally the client must rerun SUBSCRIBE. Setting the 

cleanSession parameter in the CONNECT control packet to False creates a persistent session in which all 

subscriptions to topics, all new QoS 1 and 2 messages that the client has lost when offline and all QoS 2 

messages which have not been confirmed by the client, are kept on the broker. With the “Keep alive” 

feature, the MQTT connection is maintained without exchanging messages for an interval (in seconds) 

reported by the client in the CONNECT control packet. If no information messages are exchanged during 

this interval, two PING type messages (at client's responsibility) are exchanged to maintain the 

connection live. In addition, MQTT includes a functionality of retaining the last message of a topic on the 

broker with the use of the RETAIN flag in the PUBLISH message. When a client subscribes to the topic, 

receives this message even though this has been earlier published.  

In terms of security, MQTT messages may contain a username and a password in the variable part of 

the header for identification purposes. However, these values are not encrypted. In general, the Transport 

Layer Security (TLS) protocol [24] can be used for secure MQTT connections. An extension called 

Secure MQTT (SMQTT) has recently been proposed to deal with security issues [25].  

Even though MQTT is designed to be lightweight, it has two drawbacks for very constrained devices. 

Every MQTT client must support TCP and will typically hold a connection open to the broker at all times. 

MQTT topic names are often long strings which make them impractical for some lower layer protocols. 

Both of these shortcomings are addressed by the MQTT-SN protocol, a light version of MQTT that has 

been recently proposed, specifically designed for sensor networks to allow less resources and power 

consumption [26]. It uses UDP instead of TCP and provides additional settings such as smaller payload 

size, broker support for indexing topic names (number entry instead of UTF-8 strings), etc.  
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Finally, a new version of the protocol, MQTT 5 [27], has been recently proposed for standardization 

by the OASIS consortium with various feature improvements and adjustments. The highlights of the new 

version include: better error reporting (a reason code has been added to responses to publications 

PUBACK/PUBREC and return codes are now present on all acknowledgements); shared subscriptions (if 

the message rate on a subscription is high, shared subscriptions can be used to balance the load of 

messages across a number of receiving clients); message properties in the form of metadata in the header 

of a message used to implement the other features in this list but also to allow user defined properties; 

message and session expiry (an option to discard messages if they cannot be delivered or a client does not 

connect within a user-defined period of time); limits like the maximum packet size and number of 

(QoS>0) messages which can be transmitted to inform the client what it is allowed to do, etc. The above 

enhancements improve in a great extent the capabilities of the protocol however their impact on the 

performance has not been yet evaluated. 

2.2. Constrained Application Protocol (CoAP) 

The CoAP protocol was created by the Internet Engineering Task Force CoRE (Contrained RESTful 

Environments) [28-29], targeting to be used by devices with limited computing capabilities [1-3]. It is a 

Web transfer protocol based on the Representational State Transfer (REST) architecture [30], similarly to 

HTTP (Figure 3). However, unlike HTTP, CoAP is designed to supports request/response functions in 

constrained environments. It is considered to be a “light” protocol in the sense that the overhead of the 

protocol in the headers and methods used is clearly less than many other application level protocols. 

CoAP packets are much smaller than HTTP TCP flows and bit fields and mappings from strings to 

integers are used extensively to save space. Packets are simple to generate and can be parsed in place 

without consuming extra memory in constrained devices. The total overhead is further reduced by using 

the UDP transport protocol instead of the TCP transport protocol. CoAP follows a client/server model. 

Clients make requests to servers, servers send back responses. Communication takes place through 

connectionless datagrams. Retries and reordering are implemented in the application stack. Removing the 

need for TCP allows full IP networking in small microcontrollers. When a CoAP client sends one or more 

requests to the server, the corresponding response is not sent to a pre-existing connection, but 

asynchronously using CoAP messages. On the other hand, the use of UDP reduces the reliability of the 

protocol, which however may be improved with appropriate protocol adjustments. IETF has recently 

published [31] an additional possibility of using CoAP over TCP. However, this version is still in its early 

stages. 

 

 

Fig 3. CoAP protocol architecture [1], [3], [29]. 
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CoAP messages start with a 4-byte header (Figure 4) that includes the CoAP Version, the Type of 

message, the Token length, the request/response Code (analogous to HTTP status codes) and the Message 

ID that is used to identify duplicate messages and map messages with their acknowledgments. Then there 

is a Token with a length of 0 to 8 bytes which is used to map requests with responses. The typical CoAP 

message length is between 10 and 20 bytes. 

The CoAP protocol is divided into two sub-layers; the lower one, called message sublayer, is 

responsible to manage the UDP layer, while the upper one, called the request/response sublayer, manages 

the communication. 

The message sub-layer consists of four message types: CON (confirmed), NON (non-confirmable), 

ACK (acknowledgment) and RST (reset) and consists of two communication models: Reliable Message 

Transport and Unreliable Message Transport. In the first model the client transmits a CON message until 

a returning ACK message is received by the server with an ID identical to the original message. If the 

server cannot process the incoming message it returns RST instead of ACK. In the second model, the 

client sends a NON message and the server responds in the case of a problem with an RST message. 

 

0  1 2  3 4             7 8                                 15 16                                                                           31 

Ver Type Token length Code Message ID 

Token (optional, length equal to Token length) 

Options (optional) 

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 Payload (optional) 

Fig 4. CoAP message format [1], [3], [29]. 

 

The request/response sub-layer implements the RESTful methodology that allows the use of methods 

similar to HTTP for sending messages to a server or retrieving messages from it, i.e., GET, PUT, POST 

or DELETE methods. Requests and responses are aligned with the use of a common token. 

Communication may take place using three approaches, that is, piggy-backed, separate response, and 

non-confirmable request/response. In piggy-backed option the client sends a message and the server 

answers with an ACK message, which includes the client response message using the original token sent 

by the client. In the event of an error, the ACK message includes an error code. In the separate response 

case the server receives a CON message and if it is unable to respond immediately, it sends an ACK 

message to the client. When it is ready to respond, the server sends a CON message to the client, which 

then responds with an ACK message. Finally in the non-confirmable request/response case, the client 

sends a NON message to the server and does not wait for an ACK while the server responds with another 

NON message to the client (with the same token).  

The CoAP protocol has an optional feature that improves the request/response model by allowing 

clients to receive updates of a specific quantity (e.g., temperature) from the server using the option 

“observe” in the GET method used upon request [32]. In this case the server puts the client in the list of 

observers of the specified quantity and the client receives updates when this quantity changes. In this way 

communication is particularly close to the publish/subscribe logic. In addition, CoAP includes a standard 

mechanism for resource discovery. Servers provide a list of their resources (along with metadata about 

them) that allow a client to discover what resources are provided and what media types they are [3][32]. 

The CoAP protocol does not provide some internal security but may use the Datagram Transport Layer 

Security (DTLS) protocol at the transport level ([4], [33]) that provides the same assurances as TLS but 

for transfer of data over UDP. Four security cases are defined: NoSec, in which the DTLS is disabled and 

direct UDP is used without security; PreSharedKey, in which the device is pre-programmed with 

symmetrical keys where, each device has a key list and each key is used to communicate with a particular 

node or group of nodes; RawPublicKey where, the device uses a pair of asymmetric keys, that is, it has an 
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identity calculated from the public key and a list of other nodes identities with which it can communicate; 

Certificates, in which the device has a pair of asymmetric keys and a X.509 certificate. Although DTLS 

was not oriented to provide security features over constrained environments, its recently updated versions 

are focused on optimization for lightweight devices and some of them include IPv6 over Low-power 

Wireless Personal Area Network (6LoWPAN) header compression mechanisms to compress DTLS 

header. Still, the optimization of DTLS for IoT remains an open issue [3]. It must be noted that CoAP 

does not include a key distribution and management process. 

2.3. Extensible Messaging and Presence Protocol (XMPP) 

The XMPP protocol started as Jabber by Jeremie Miller in 1999, offering initially an Instant Messaging 

(IM) service. Based on the Jabber protocol, IETF published the RFC 3920 and RFC 3921 (2004) which 

were then replaced, in 2011, by RFC 6120 [34], RFC 6121 [35] and RFC 6122 [36], the latter being 

replaced by RFC 7622 [37] in 2015. Additionally, the XMPP Standards Foundation (XSF) creates 

extensions of the protocol for various applications (XMPP Extensions Protocols- XEP); there are 402 

XEPs at the moment.  

XMPP can be used for messaging, chat, voice and video calls, etc., allowing all of these applications to 

provide authentication, access control, and encryption services [1-3]. Its basic architecture is described in 

Figure 5. It is a protocol based on text messages that uses XML (Extensible Mark-up Language) through 

which it can implement both request/response and publish/subscribe methods by using appropriate 

extensions [38]. With these extensions, XMPP entities can create topics and publish information. An 

event notification is then sent to all entities subscribed to that topic. 

Clients and servers communicate using semantic structured data units (stanzas). The common attributes 

of stanzas are from, to, type, and id. Attribute from indicates the sender ID (Jabber IF – JID). When there 

is no content in from, the sender is considered to be the server, unless it is a server-to-server 

communication, in which case an error occurs. Attribute to indicates the recipient's JID. When there is no 

content, the server is considered to be the recipient. Attribute Type indicates the type of stanza and, 

finally, the id attribute is used in info/query stanzas to identify questions and/or answers.  

 

 

Fig 5. General architecture of XMPP protocol [1-2], [34]. 

 

Three types of stanzas are defined: presence, message and iq (the general form of their structure 

together with a simple example pre case is shown in Figure 6). Stanzas of type presence control and report 

the availability of an entity and perform the registration of an entity in the roster of another entity. The 

server forwards the information to all the entries of an entity’s roster, i.e., the entities that are registered to 

this entity. Message type stanza is used to send data from entity to entity by specifying the title and the 

contents of the message. Message stanzas do not receive confirmation from the receiving entity being 
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either a client or a server. The stanza of type iq (info/query) creates couples of senders and receivers. It is 

used to receive information from the server or to send some settings. The mechanism is similar to the 

HTTP GET and POST methods. Each iq stanza has an ID that connects it to the answering stanza. 

 

<stream> 

 <presence from=’xxx@somewhere.gr’ 

  to=‘yyy@elsewhere.gr’ 

  type=’subscribe’> 

 </presence> 

 <message from=’xxx@somewhere.gr’ 

  to=’yyy@elsewhere.gr’ 

  type=’chat’> 

  <body>Hello there.</body> 

  <thread>4fg43p09867ggsf4345</thread> 

 </message> 

 <iq from=’xxx@somewhere.gr 

  type=’get’ 

  id=’question1’ 

  <query xmlns=’jabber:iq:roster’/> 

 </iq> 

</stream> 

Fig 6. Presence, message and iq stanzas’ examples in XMPP protocol [1-2], [39]. 

 

One of the most important features of XMPP is its security. Unlike other protocols such as MQTT and 

CoAP which are based on TLS and DTLS encryption that are not embedded in them, XMPP has a built in 

TLS mechanism to provide reliability in terms of confidentiality and data integrity. In addition, XMPP 

uses a special SASL (Simple Authentication and Security Layer) profile to identify entities. 

The main disadvantage of XMPP is the use of XML language which leads to long messages that 

consume large bandwidth. A second issue is the lack of a QoS control process. In recent years, however, 

efforts have been made to adapt XMPP to IoT applications, such as in [40], where a lightweight version of 

XMPP is proposed with a publish/subscribe mechanism designed for IoT devices with limited resources. 

2.4. Advanced Message Queuing Protocol (AMQP) 

The AMQP protocol is designed to provide interoperability capabilities between different applications 

and systems, allowing the exchange of messages between different platforms, implemented in different 

languages. The AMQP protocol has been implemented with two different versions, namely the AMQP 

version 0.9.1 [41] and the AMQP 1.0 version [42] standardized by the OASIS consortium. AMQP 0.9.1 

version follows the publish/subscribe model and it is realized with two basic entities in a broker: 

exchanges and message queues, as illustrated in Figure 7. Exchanges refer to that part of the broker used 

to route messages received from publishers to the appropriate queues, following predetermined rules and 

conditions. Message queues are the queues on which messages are routed and remain there until they are 

read by the corresponding subscriber. The newer version of AMQP protocol is not exclusively linked to 

the publish/subscribe mechanism. The protocol can directly link peer-to-peer entities without the need for 

broker mediation. In this way, the protocol becomes more flexible and can support different 

communication schemes, e.g., client-to-client, client-to-broker, and broker-to-broker. 

The protocol requires a TCP connection and provides three QoS levels, in line with the MQTT 

protocol. QoS 0 does not require confirmation from the receiver to the transmitter. QoS 1 requires 
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confirmation of receipt of the message. The receiver sends an ACK, and if the publisher does not receive 

an ACK, it then sends the message again after a certain amount of time. QoS 2 guarantees that the 

message is delivered once and only once without repetitions. In addition, at the transport level, the 

communication is organized into frames (Figure 8). The first 4 bytes indicate the frame size while the 

DOFF (Data Offset) field shows the location of the main part within the frame. The Type fields indicate 

the type, format, and purpose of the frame. 

 

 

Fig 7. Publish/subscribe mechanism in AMQP protocol [1-2], [41]. 

 

Above the transport level, the protocol defines a message layer that includes two types of messages: 

bare messages and annotated messages, as shown in Figure 9. Bare messages are those sent by the sender 

and include the main part of the message (i.e., application data), the system properties (e.g., message ID, 

To, Subject, Reply to) and the properties of the application that implements the protocol. Annotated 

messages are the messages sent to the recipients after adding additional information and header to the 

original bare message.  
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Fig 8. AMQP protocol frame structure [1-2], [41]. 
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Fig 9. AMQP message format [1-2], [41]. 
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AMQP integrates communications security and identification with the use of SASL and TLS. Overall, 

AMQP offers many capabilities, but it is a heavy protocol in terms of the network resources and the 

computational power of the nodes it requires. Because of this, its use within the Internet of Things 

framework is mainly confined between servers or strong autonomous nodes. 

2.5. Data Distribution Service (DDS) 

DDS is a real-time publish/subscribe protocol for M2M type communications developed by the Object 

Management Group (OMG) [43]. Unlike other publish/subscribe protocols, DDS is decentralized and 

based on peer-to-peer communication without the intermediary of a broker but using multicasting [1-3]. 

Thus, publishers and subscribers exchange data directly between them. A publisher can publish data even 

if there is no subscriber interested, and the use of data is basically anonymous, since publishers do not 

know who uses their data. One of the most important features of DDS is its scalability through the 

embedded discovery protocol that allows the subscribers to find out which publishers are present and 

determine the information they need and with what QoS. Another important feature of DDS is that it is 

data-centric. It is the type and content of the data that defines the communication as opposed to the 

message-centric protocols where the mechanisms and functions for data transfer are in the center. 

Grouping of data is based on their characteristics, e.g., the refresh rate [3]. 

The DDS architecture (Figure 10) defines two layers: the Data-Centric Publish-Subscribe (DCPS) 

layer, responsible for transferring information to subscribers and the Data-Local Reconstruction Layer 

(DLRL), an optional layer that facilitates the sharing of data between distributed objects. The basic 

entities of DDS are: the Domain, a virtual entity that allows seamless communication between nodes that 

share the same interests); the Domain Participant that associates publishers, subscribers and topics within 

a domain and it is the basic entity creation unit within a domain. The core entities include: the Publisher 

i.e., the sender of the data; the Data Writer, used by the publisher to send the data; the Subscriber that 

receives the data from the publisher and promotes it to the application; the Data Reader, controlled by the 

subscriber to read the data; and the Topic that is defined by the type and name of the data and connects 

data writers and data readers. 

DDS uses UDP by default but can also support TCP. One of its benefits is the wide range of 23 

available QoS policies that it offers. These policies manage the features of DDS, such as the discovery of 

distributed remote entities, the availability and transfer of data, the use of resources, etc. [44].  

With respect to security, DDS provides several options. TLS or DTLS can be used depending on 

whether TCP or UDP is used. Due to the fact that these protocols introduce a heavy overhead, OMG has 

set up an architecture that is suitable for IoT applications. However, the issue of security is still open for 

DDS [45].  

Overall, DDS can support both powerful and low-capacity simple devices and looks like a promising 

solution for IoT applications. However, as outlined in [3], it has not yet been adequately tested and open-

ended implementations [46] can help towards this direction. 

2.6. Representational State Transfer Hypertext Transfer Protocol (REST HTTP) 

HTTP is the basic client/server protocol used on the Web for applications’ development. Its most 

widely used version is HTPP/1.1 and is based on client/server communication that follows the 

request/response model. Recently HTPP has been associated with the REST architecture to facilitate 

interaction between different entities over web based services. The combination of HTTP and REST 

enables devices to make their status readily available in terms of the standardized CRUD (create, read, 

update, delete) functions [3]. The CRUD functions are mapped to the POST, GET, PUT and DELETE 

methods of HTTP, respectively. In this way, it is possible to develop a REST model for different IoT 

devices [47]. JSON is typically used to represent the data. 

HTTP uses the TCP protocol at the transport layer. While this assures the transport of large volumes of 

data reliably, it is not optimized for resource constrained environments. One of the major issues is that in 

the context of IoT, nodes with limited resources send small amounts of data sporadically and installing a 
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TCP connection every time results in high delay and significant overhead. HTPP does not set any QoS 

levels. As far as security is concerned, HTPP uses TLS [25] to allow secure and encrypted 

communications, thus leading to its secure version known as HTTPS. 

 

 

Fig 10. DDS conceptual architecture [1-2], [43]. 

 

Overall, the REST HTPP protocol is not yet sufficient for IoT devices communicating with the cloud 

because of its complexity, larger headers and the higher power consumption it requires. However, it is 

quite often used in experimental or other IoT implementations that do not have significant requirements 

and constraints because of its widespread use in web applications. The new version of the protocol, 

HTTP/2.0 [48] introduces improvements, some of which are very relevant to the IoT framework. It 

actually introduces a more efficient use of network resources and shorter total latency by using 

compressed headers and by exchanging multiple parallel messages over the same connection. 

Furthermore, it introduces the server push mode, in which the server can forward data to clients without 

waiting for requests. These features seem to be useful in IoT applications and remain to be realized and 

tested for their performance. 

2.7. WebSocket 

The WebSocket protocol was developed by an initiative within the HTML 5 framework to facilitate 

communications over TCP. It enables two-way communication between a client running untrusted code 

in a controlled environment with a remote host that has opted-in to communications from that code. It 

was designed to supersede existing bidirectional communication technologies that use HTTP and were 

implemented as trade-offs between efficiency and reliability so to benefit from existing infrastructure 
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(proxies, filtering, authentication), since HTTP was not initially meant to be used for bidirectional 

communication [49].    

WebSocket does not follow either the response/request or the publish/subscribe model. The client 

initiates a handshake process with the server to install a WebSocket session with a message similar to the 

HTTP protocol. The protocol has two parts: a handshake process and the data transfer. Once the client 

and server have exchanged handshake, and if the handshake was successful, they can transfer messages 

(data) back and forth in a two-way communication where each side can send data independently (from the 

other) at its will. Messages are composed of one or more frames. Each frame has an associated type and 

frames belonging to the same message contain the same type of data. The WebSocket messages do not 

necessarily correspond to a particular network layer framing, as fragmented messages may be coalesced 

or split by an intermediary. However, after the handshake process, the HTTP headers are removed for the 

rest of the session and the client exchanges messages with the server in an asynchronous two-way (full-

duplex) communication with an overhead of only 2 bytes (when masking is not used). The session 

terminates either from the server side or from the client when it is no longer required. The goal of this 

technology is to provide a mechanism for browser-based applications that need two-way communication 

with servers that does not rely on opening multiple HTTP connections.  

Data framing (data is transmitted using a sequence of frames) is used to avoid confusing network 

intermediaries (such as intercepting proxies) and for security reasons. A client masks all frames that sends 

to the server (that masking is done whether or not the WebSocket Protocol is running over TLS) and the 

server closes the connection upon receiving a frame that is not masked and may send a “close” frame with 

a status code denoting protocol error. The server masks no frames that it sends to the client. A client 

closes a connection if it detects a masked frame.   

The WebSocket Protocol is an independent TCP-based protocol. WebSocket connections are fully 

asynchronous, unlike HTTP/1.1 (synchronous) and HTTP/2 (asynchronous, but the server can only 

initiate streams in response to requests). With WebSocket, the client and the server can both send frames 

at any time without any restriction. It is closer to TCP than any of the HTTP protocols. Its only 

relationship to HTTP is that its handshake is interpreted by HTTP servers as an Upgrade request. By 

default, the WebSocket Protocol uses port 80 for regular WebSocket connections and port 443 for 

WebSocket connections tunneled over TLS. It is estimated that WebSocket subdivides the latency by a 

factor of three compared to HTTP. Although not designed for devices with strong constraints, it offers 

real-time communication, minimizes the overhead and may be a solution for IoT applications by using the 

WAMP sub-protocol (WebSocket Application Messaging Protocol) [50], which includes a 

publish/subscribe process. 

The WebSocket protocol uses the origin model used by web browsers to restrict which web pages can 

contact a WebSocket server (when a web page uses the protocol). If a dedicated client uses the 

WebSocket protocol directly, the client can provide any arbitrary origin and the origin model is not 

useful. The WebSocket protocol protects against malicious JavaScript running inside a trusted application 

such as a web browser. While it is intended to be used by scripts in web pages, it can also be used directly 

by hosts which act on their own behalf and can therefore send fake header fields, misleading the server. In 

such cases servers should not assume that they are talking directly to scripts from known origins and extra 

validation features from server side must be considered. Overall, it is suggested to implement WebSocket 

with the support of TLS. 

3. Comparison of IoTApplication Protocols  

Several works have been published with comparative performance results of the IoT application 

protocols during the last years. These works usually compare two, three or more protocols via 

simulations, testbed implementations, close to real world conditions or a combination of the 

abovementioned methods in environments and applications with different requirements. In most cases, 

networking protocols and hardware/software implementations are significantly different. This Section 

records the most important studies that have been carried out over the past three years. The results are 
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categorized following the work of [3], based on key performance indicators such as latency, required 

bandwidth and throughput, energy consumption as well as the developers’ choice. As a first step, Table 1 

summarizes the key features of the IoT application protocols under consideration based on the previous 

Section’s description of the protocols and the corresponding literature.  

3.1. Latency 

The latency of data transfer from source to destination (e.g., server to client) is one of the most 

important parameters for assessing the performance of a network and its protocols within the IoT 

framework and in specific cases can be critical depending on the application and the type of data 

transferred. The recent literature is rich and includes many relative comparative studies (see also [3]). 

Iglesias-Urkia et al. in [51], examined the latency of MQTT and CoAP protocols in a simple, uncongested 

scenario over LAN. In all cases and regardless of the QoS level, CoAP shows lower latency (no great 

difference between reliable and unreliable CoAP message transport). The latency, as expected, increases 

in MQTT protocol when changing the QoS option (from QoS 0 to QoS 1 and QoS 2). A comparative 

study of the two protocols is also given in [52] using an emulator. The authors considered cases of low 

and high traffic (in terms of number of nodes and messages originating from each node) with the Packet 

Loss Rate (PLR) of the network being the parameter under consideration. The latency of CoAP was found 

to be lower in all cases, with the difference being greater in low traffic and low PLR. Similar results were 

obtained when using a simulator for BLE (Bluetooth Low Energy) and IEEE 802.11ah protocols [53]. 

CoAP is always better than MQTT, regardless the packet size. The differences are clearly greater in the 

case of IEEE 802.11ah. 

 
Table 1. Key features of the IoT application protocols under consideration 

 
ΜQTT CoAP XMPP AMQP DDS 

REST 
HTTP 

WebSocket 

Transport 
protocol 

TCP UDP TCP TCP TCP/UDP TCP TCP 

Pub/Sub X X X X    

Req/Res  X X X X X  

QoS 

QoS 0 (at 
most once) 

QoS 1 (at 
least once) 

QoS 2 
(exactly 
once) 

NON 
CON 

No 

At most 
once 

At least 
once 

Exactly 
once 

Nearly 23 
levels of 

QoS 
No No 

Header 
size (at 
least) 

2 4  8   6-14 

Security 
TLS/SSL 
optional 

DTLS 
optional 

TLS/SSL 
embedded 

TLS/SSL 
embedded 

TLS/DTLS/
DDS sec., 
optional 

SSL 
embedded 
in HTTPS 

TLS/SSL 
optional 

Encoding 
format 

Binary Binary XML Binary Binary Text Binary 

RESTful 
support 

No Yes No No No Yes Yes 

Standard OASIS IETF IETF OASIS OMG IETF IETF 

 

An interesting comparison that includes CoAP, MQTT and WebSocket was presented in [54]. The 

authors measured the RTT (Round Trip Time), that is, the total time from the origination of a packet from 

an IoT device to the server (broker) until the reception of the server’s response to the device. They 

considered cases where the IoT device and the server are connected to the same LAN, through an ISP and 
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via a mobile network. The results indicate that in cases of LAN and ISP interconnections, the delay is 

comparable between the three protocols when MQTT with QoS 0 is used. MQTT with QoS 1 presents 

much higher delay which increases with the size of the packet. In the case of the mobile network, the 

MQTT with QoS 0 presents the best performance, while the CoAP, WebSocket and MQTT with QoS 1 

protocols follow in descending order. CoAP, MQTT, and XMPP protocols are compared over a LAN in 

[55]. MQTT QoS 0 appears slightly better than CoAP, while XMPP shows latencies of two orders of 

magnitude higher. 

The delays of MQTT (QoS 1 and 2) and AMQP (QoS 1) from the publisher to the subscriber (linked 

via the Azure cloud platform in a factory environment) are compared in [56]. For small packet lengths the 

results are comparable, with MQTT QoS 1 showing almost half the latency of AMQP. For large packet 

lengths, however, MQTT is significantly superior to AMQP, regardless the QoS type examined. In [57], 

MQTT, AMQP and XMPP protocols were compared by emulating data transfers from simple sensors, 

sophisticated sensors as well as multimedia sensors that send data via virtual machines to the cloud; 

various motion scenarios that include multiple publishers and subscribers were examined. In all cases, 

MQTT and AMPQ perform clearly better than XMPP (with MQTT being slightly better), except for the 

case of multimedia sensors where the results are comparable. The same protocols are also compared in 

[58], where the authors used a testbed over a LAN network. The latencies of MQTT and AMQP were 

comparable and were found to increase with the packet size and PLR. XMPP had always a higher latency 

that did not depend on PLR. 

A comparison of CoAP and HTTP protocols is provided in [59] and [60]. In both cases CoAP showed 

better results. In [61], the MQTT, CoAP and DDS protocols were compared in a medical application 

scenario with a network emulator. DDS delivered better results than MQTT (both using TCP), while 

CoAP (with UDP) performed better than the others. In addition, MQTT, CoAP, XMPP, and DDS were 

examined in [62] with respect to the transfer delay of sensor messages. MQTT provided the best results, 

followed by AMQP, XMPP and DDS (for DDS the results are not safe). Johnsen in [63] compared 

MQTT, MQTT-SN, AMQP and XMPP protocols using Raspberry Pi over a LAN by sending 100 

messages between the publisher and the subscriber. The total message transfer time was measured to be in 

the following order (from lowest to highest): MQTT, MQTT-SN, XMPP and AMQP. Finally, the work of 

[20] compared the MQTT, CoAP, HTTP, and AMQP protocols based on papers published up to 2015 

(not included in the references herein). The performance of protocols as presented by the lowest to the 

highest latency was CoAP, MQTT, AMQP, and HTTP. 

Summarizing the above review, it is evident that in almost all cases (although dissimilar with respect 

to the configuration of the IoT system), the CoAP protocol (mainly because it is based on UDP) shows 

the lowest latency, with MQTT coming next (with a few cases resulting better when MQTT QoS 0 was 

used). It should be noted, however, that UDP (embedded in CoAP) gives lower reliability than TCP (used 

in MQTT). The AMQP protocol on the other hand is comparable to or worse than MQTT, while XMPP 

typically results in much higher latency. For DDS the results were not enough and reliable safe while 

HTTP was in all cases checked in the last place (no comparison with XMPP was recorded). 

3.2. Required Bandwidth and Throughput  

The bandwidth required for communication is an important parameter of any telecommunication 

system, especially in case of IoT applications in which IoT devices can be too many in number 

(depending on the application) while the available spectrum resources for the application’s development 

are usually limited. It is natural for the required bandwidth to be larger for those protocols that present a 

higher overhead (in terms of the number of total bytes sent in order to transmit a particular message) 

and/or require a greater number of packet exchanges due to their structure and the transport layer they 

use. Throughput on the other hand, in terms of data (e.g., bytes, packets, messages) that are successfully 

transferred per unit of time, is related to the efficient use of the available spectrum and the system’s 

reliability. 
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In this context, Pohl et al. [58], examine the number of bytes required to send a specific number of 

messages in a testbed over a LAN, using MQTT, AMQP, and XMPP protocols. As expected from the 

preceding description of the protocols, MQTT was found to need fewer bytes, with AMQP following and 

XMPP having the highest requirements (about twice the number of bytes in relation to MQTT). In [60], 

HTTP and CoAP were compared in terms of the required bandwidth. HTTP always required multiple 

times the bandwidth of CoAP, regardless of the PLR of the link. In the same context, MQTT, CoAP and 

DDS protocols were compared in [61], in terms of the bandwidth they consume. CoAP and MQTT were 

found to consume less than half the bandwidth that DDS requires. CoAP appears slightly better than 

MQTT in almost all cases except when the PLR or the network latency is high. In [20], where MQTT, 

CoAP, HTTP and AMQP are compared based on previously published research results, it becomes clear 

that CoAP has the smallest bandwidth requirements, followed by MQTT, AMQP and HTTP. Note that 

the difference between CoAP and MQTT increases significantly when QoS 2 is used in MQTT. In [64], 

authors compared MQTT (all QoS types), CoAP and REST HTTP in terms of bandwidth for an IoT 

device to cloud communication. The results indicated that bandwidth consumption depends on the size of 

the payload. CoAP consumed the lowest bandwidth for small payloads, followed by MQTT and REST 

HTTP, while for large payloads the REST HTTP outperformed the rest of the protocols. 

As far as it concerns throughput, MQTT and CoAP are compared in [52] with MQTT clearly showing 

a better behavior in all cases of telecommunication traffic and PLR. Correspondingly, message loss rate 

measurements in [61], showed that MQTT and DDS clearly show very good behavior without noticeable 

loss of messages, as opposed to CoAP, which, due to UDP, results in increased message losses when 

network’s PLR rises. Comparison of MQTT, AMQP and XMPP in [57], showed that MQTT greatly 

outperforms AMQP in cases of a large number of small messages or a large number of medium messages, 

while AMQP shows slightly better performance in case of large multimedia messages. XMPP was worse 

in all cases. Similar outcomes are presented in the work [58]. Finally, when reliability was examined in 

the review work of Naik [20], the resulted ranking from best to worse performance was MQTT, AMQP, 

CoAP and HTTP.  

Overall, in the overwhelming percentage of cases (though different among them), CoAP, due to the 

use of UDP and the lowest overhead, presents lower bandwidth requirements, in most cases, than MQTT, 

which in turn clearly outperforms AMQP and XMPP. However, the use of UDP in CoAP leads to worse 

throughput than MQTT, which also outperforms AMQP (with the exception of large multimedia 

messages transfer). XMPP showed the worst performance. 

3.3. Energy/Power Consumption 

Energy consumption is an extremely important parameter in the context of IoT, as the majority of IoT 

devices do not use a central power supply but are mainly based on batteries. Thus energy and power 

efficiency when using IoT application protocols, among other factors, are important. In [53], the sensor 

battery life is examined in an IoT network that uses either BLE or IEEE 802.11ah. The comparative 

results for MQTT and CoAP showed that CoAP was better in all cases, in an excellence rate of 10% to 

60%, with the gain decreasing when the frequency of messages decreased and the size of the messages 

grew. However, it was clear that the networking protocol was of paramount importance in battery life 

while the contribution of the application protocol was overall, almost insignificant. The estimated battery 

life was 20 times shorter when using IEEE 802.11ah. Joshi et al. [65] evaluated the MQTT, CoAP and 

HTTP protocols and demonstrated that MQTT results in slightly lower energy consumption than CoAP, 

with HTPP being far worse than both. Thota et al. [66] state that in simple IoT scenarios, MQTT was 

more suitable for IoT messaging with no power constraints, while CoAP proved to be more efficient with 

respect to power management capabilities. On the other hand, AMQP and MQTT performance was 

compared in [67] under a mobile or unstable wireless network; MQTT was found to be more energy 

efficient. The performance ranking of protocols in terms of power consumption was also given in the 

review work of Naik [20]. The results, in an increasing order (lower to higher consumption) were found 

to be CoAP, MQTT, AMQP, and HTTP.  
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3.4. Preferences in Recent IoT Applications’ Development 

In addition to the comparison of the features and performance of application layer protocols provided 

in the previous sections, it is worth noting the preferences in the adoption of protocols by IoT application 

developers. The Eclipse IoT Working Group, the IEEE IoT Initiative, the Open Mobile Alliance (or the 

IoT Council) and the AGILE-IoT H2020 project have conducted relevant surveys in recent years, i.e., 

2017 and 2018 [68-69]. Their results showed that while in 2017 the majority of developers preferred 

HTPP (60.1%) and MQTT (54.7%) followed in a significant distance by CoAP (26.7%) proprietary or in-

house solutions, HTTP 2.0, AMQP and XMPP, the situation has changed during 2018. In specific, MQTT 

was of high preference (over 60%), followed by HTPP (lower that 55%) WebSockets (around 35%) and 

HTTP 2.0, CoAP, and AMQP following. XMPP was significantly lower in 2018, while preference of 

DDS was low in both years.  

 

4. On the use of IoT Application Protocols in Smart Farming  

IoT applications in agriculture have been in the forefront for several years. This Section reviews the 

most recent attempts (over the last two years) and the application protocols used or proposed. In this 

context, a categorization is made to discriminate between simple, small-scale applications and complete 

prototypes that have been implemented in medium or large-scale applications. Then, a discussion on the 

evaluation of IoT application layer protocols in smart farming implementations is presented, based on the 

key parameters that were described in the previous sections.  

4.1. Review of IoT Implementations in Smart Farming 

4.1.1. Simple, Small Scale Applications 

Simple experimental applications using sensors and actuators are mainly classified in this category. An 

application of soil moisture measurement using MQTT is presented in work [70], while in [71] a relay is 

used to control a water pump, also using the MQTT protocol. Slightly more complex systems using more 

sensors (e.g., measuring luminance, temperature, atmospheric pressure, humidity) and actuators for 

watering control are presented in [72-75], also using the MQTT protocol in all cases. A simple system for 

collecting measurements using a gateway (an edge computing device) is presented in [76] where, sensor 

communication with the gateway uses the MQTT protocol while transfer of measurements from the 

gateway to the cloud takes place with REST HTTP. A measurement collection system using LoRaWAN 

and TheThingsNetwork (TTN) platform [77] uses the REST API to transfer data from the TTN platform 

to the data management application and WebSocket to transfer them to the web. Finally, a simple 

measurement collection and actuators management application is described in [78], based on REST 

HTTP and WebSocket. 

4.1.2.  Full Prototypes for Medium and Large-Scale Applications 

This category includes integrated prototypes developed for medium-scale applications up to integrated 

large-scale intelligent farming systems. Gomez et al. [79] presented a small crop monitoring prototype 

using MQTT. An original (also small-scale) hydroponic system using MQTT to transfer temperature, 

humidity, PH, and electrical conductivity measurements as well as to control actuators was presented in 

[80]. The MQTT protocol was also the basis of the prototypes developed in [81-83], the latest of which is 

a plant-monitoring system using a variety of sensors, including a camera. An application of temperature 

and humidity measurement of agricultural products during desiccation that includes the MQTT protocol 

as well was presented in [84]. A smart watering system using multiple sensors and machine learning 

methods in a mid-scale application was presented in [85]. The REST protocol was used to collect metrics 

and HTTP to manage actuators. 
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Moving to somewhat more complex applications and prototypes, Trilles et al. [86] presented an 

integrated MQTT-based application, using multiple sensors to monitor vines. An original system for 

precision farming with many sensors and actuators was described in [87], where the MQTT and CoAP 

protocols were the basic choices.  

An integrated prototype system for precision farming which manages a variety of sensors and actuators 

was also presented in [88-89]; it was proposed to use MQTT and REST HTTP in parallel. A smaller scale 

application using MQTT and REST HTTP/NGSI was presented in [90]. Full prototypes for monitoring 

farm facilities and other environmental parameters using REST HTTP were described in [91-92]. In [93] 

a case study of a smart irrigation system developed using the MQTT protocol was described with the 

measured data (temperature and soil moisture) collected and managed by AWS IoT cloud. Finally, a large 

scale integrated application with a large number of sensors and actuators was described in [93], where the 

CoAP protocol is used to collect sensor readings into a gateway which then communicates with the 

management platform using REST HTTP. 

In summary, and similarly to the previous cases, it is evident that the MQTT protocol is the most used 

and preferred for simple and complex IoT implementations. Following MQTT, the next most preferable 

choice is the REST HTTP, while the CoAP protocol is used in a few cases. It is worth noting that in some 

larger scale implementations, MQTT and CoAP are combined with REST HTTP. 

4.2.  Evaluation of IoT Application Layer Protocols in Smart Farming Implementations 

Summarizing and elaborating the preceding description and comparison of the IoT application layer 

protocols, this Section presents the most important aspects identified and discusses issues and challenges 

that have to be considered in the context of agricultural applications. 

The CoAP protocol (mainly due to the fact that is based on UDP) has been shown to achieve the 

lowest latency while simultaneously raises bandwidth and energy requirements, in almost all research 

works under consideration. MQTT comes next (being superior to CoAP in a few cases where QoS 0 was 

used) followed by AMQP, XMPP and REST HTTP with significantly lower performance in these 

aspects. However, when it comes to reliability, that is, the capability to deliver the information 

effectively, the situation is different. Effective throughput and reliability are of major importance for 

smart farming since unreliable data can lead to inaccurate decisions and inappropriate automated 

procedures which may result in significant or even intolerable cost. This is further complicated by the fact 

that a huge variety of data, ranging from low periodicity simple measurements to real-time multimedia, 

that may, in addition, present huge variability in velocity, need to be properly supported in precision 

farming. Further on, the diverse, and in several cases, unpredictable (beforehand) propagation conditions 

which may range from almost free space to severe attenuation and fading (e.g., passing through a heavy 

crop canopy), is clearly a critical factor that affects data veracity and accuracy. Even if the underlying 

physical/MAC/network layer communication technology is high (leading to increased cost), it might not 

be adequate. In this context, MQTT (which uses TCP, in contrast to CoAP UDP) seems to be at the 

moment the best option, outperforming the rest of the protocols considered as well, in almost all cases 

surveyed.  

On the other hand, when it comes to real-life implementations, the challenge is still there. Scalability, 

in terms of adding newer devices over the existing infrastructure without affecting the functionality, the 

performance and QoS of an established framework, is a key aspect in agricultural applications. Many 

sensor and router nodes need to be diffused in an IoT agricultural system for measurements collection and 

reliable information transfer. Additionally, the implementation of a network in an IoT agriculture system 

should not be physically restricted; in most cases, farming applications refer to wide geographical areas, 

meaning that the architecture should be widely deployed and should be scalar. In general, a large-scale 

deployment or the addition/duplication of several smaller networks could minimize the operational 

hazards over a huge agricultural area. In the context of IoT application protocols, the above mentioned 

scalability considerations affect bandwidth utilization, throughput, reliability and QoS. Therefore, the IoT 

application protocols in contemporary or future agricultural IoT systems should be tested in real world 
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scenarios that include a very large number of interconnected hardware or software equipment, for 

sufficient time. While some recent research works attempted to emulate such scenarios, the performance 

of a fully developed IoT network with a huge number of nodes under different environmental conditions 

that create a big volume of diverse data has not been yet tested and evaluated. This remains a challenging 

task to achieve.   

Another key aspect when choosing the application layer protocol when developing an IoT-driven 

smart farming system is what the favorite, best choice of the manufactures’–developers is. The MQTT 

and CoAP protocols are very simple and “light” in computational requirements and can be applied 

relatively easily to nodes with strong constraints on computational power and power autonomy. On the 

other hand, our survey has shown that the MQTT and HTTP protocols are at the forefront of the 

researchers and manufacturers choice, both in experimental and commercial level, for all applications, 

including agricultural applications. This is mainly due to the maturity of the protocols and their support 

by large companies and communities. Furthermore, the developers’ choice is directly associated with the 

cost of implementing or integrating application protocols for better bandwidth or throughput rates 

between IoT devices. The total hardware and software costs in smart farming products must be kept low 

so as to be globally available to rich and poor country markets and it is a significant challenge to further 

reduce software and hardware costs. Still, the developers’ choice can be influenced by the availability of 

an IoT application protocol, meaning the easiness of development or the existence of suitable hardware 

and software that can be used to deliver the desired IoT services. MQTT and HTTP application protocols 

have many different versions available and they may be easily integrated in off-the-shelf hardware and 

middleware. Software modules for protocols like CoAP on the other hand, do not yet have adequate 

plurality and may need more sophisticated programming and hardware settings in order to work. Hence 

the easy association of application protocol software modules with IoT devices or more preferably the 

integration and multi-functionality of many, different protocol versions in IoT hardware can contribute 

towards a much more effective performance of IoT in smart farming. Finally, since each protocol’s 

performance is directly associated with the underlying software design and its integration to the IoT 

hardware equipment, it is extremely important to keep their services updated and widely accepted by as 

many as possible IoT devices so as to meet the requirements of the numerous varying agricultural 

applications. An additional factor, in the same framework, is the interoperability issue. In farming sector 

there is a huge number of heterogeneous devices used to collect, transfer and process data and managing 

the data traffic among these devices is a difficult and challenging task. The challenge here is not the lack 

of standards (e.g. for semantics and data modeling, agri-machinery, weather data, supply chain, e-

commerce retail stores etc.) or technologies or protocols, but their great number and the proper selection 

among them.  

Data security is another very challenging issue. By using various communication devices and 

protocols, data are vulnerable to security or intrusion threats or breaches hence maximum emphasis 

should be given when designing or applying IoT protocols. In their review about security implications in 

smart agriculture Jahn et al. [95] state that “the structure and operation of modern highly networked food 

systems fundamentally depends on networked information systems, some of which may not be secured 

from cyber-attacks and are highly vulnerable to hybrid warfare tactics”. In terms of security, MQTT and 

WebSocket may use the TLS protocol for securing connectivity, while the CoAP protocol may use the 

DTLS protocol at the transport level. None of them, however, has the corresponding security protocol 

embedded. XMPP has a built in TLS mechanism to provide reliability in terms of confidentiality and data 

integrity and uses, in addition, a special SASL profile to identify entities. AMQP integrates 

communications security and identification with the use of SASL and TLS, and DDS provides the TLS or 

DTLS security options, depending on whether TCP or UDP is used, however, the issue of security is still 

open for DDS. The secure extended version of MQTT, called Secure MQTT (SMQTT) has recently been 

proposed to deal with security issues and it seems to be a promising choice for smart farming 

applications. Although all the IoT application layer protocols include security solutions (either embedded 

or not), these must be further enhanced so as maximum security should be ensured in all cases while their 

overall performance (in terms of latency, bandwidth and throughput efficiency) has to be evaluated.  
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5. Discussion 

On the basis of the above, the safest, at the moment, option seems to be the MQTT protocol, either 

when it is applied in an end-to-end network architecture, or when a gateway-server architecture is used to 

collect the measurements. This outcome is reinforced by the comparison of IoT application protocols 

analysed in Section 3, where the most important research works with comparative performance results 

during the past three years have been studied. In this context, Table 2 presents a ranking of the IoT 

protocols from most promising to least promising based on the preceding survey and analysis of the key 

performance indicators, i.e., latency, required bandwidth, throughput, reliability, energy consumption as 

well as the developers’ choice that reveals the maturity and ease of adoption of the protocols for off-the-

shelf applications. Researchers’ preferences for agriculture applications and prototypes development are 

mentioned as well. From the table, as well as from the abovementioned analysis, it can be derived that in 

most cases MQTT outperforms the other IoT protocols. MQTT achieves the first or (fewer times) the 

second best ranking for the majority of the examined performance indicators. The use of CoAP protocol 

can be considered as the next best option since it attains very promising performance in most network 

performance indicators.  

Ideally, the same protocol could be used in all parts of the communication architecture, i.e., from the 

IoT devices to the gateway, the gateway to the cloud (IoT platform), the cloud to the end-user device as 

well as the reverse direction when considering actuators’ management (see also [3] for IoT device-to-fog-

to-cloud architecture considerations). In this way, no protocol-to-protocol translator would be required. 

However, this framework is not mandatory and different protocols may be used in different parts of the 

communication network architecture. This is a valid option depending on the additional requirements of 

the IoT platform to be used/developed, the hardware and software requirements of the gateways (if any), 

etc. In any case, in agricultural applications that have already been deployed using HTTP, the use of 

MQTT for IoT device-to-gateway communications would be beneficial.  

 
Table 2. IoT application protocols comparison based on key performance indicators 

Key 
performance 
indicator 

Most promising 
protocol 

   
Least promising 

protocol 

Latency      

Over a LAN CoAP MQTT QoS 0 AMQP HTTP/REST XMPP 

Over a mobile 
network 

MQTT QoS 0 CoAP  WebSocket MQTT QoS 1  

Bandwidth 
consumption 

CoAP MQTT 
AMQP and 

XMPP 
DDS HTTP/REST 

Throughput MQTT DDS CoAP AMQP  XMPP 

Reliability MQTT  AMQP CoAP  HTTP/REST  

Energy 
consumption 

CoAP MQTT AMQP HTTP/REST  

Developers’ 
preference in 
recent IoT 
applications 

MQTT HTTP/REST WebSocket HTTP 2.0 
CoAP, AMQP, 
XMPP, DDS 

Researchers’ 
preference in 
IoT agriculture 
applications 

MQTT HTTP/REST CoAP   

 

Overall, while MQTT seems to be the most mature choice for the moment, there are a lot of issues and 

challenges that need to be considered in order to come to a safe choice, as summarized above. There is 

not a suitable-for-all solution. Newer protocols as well as evolution of the existent ones (already 

described in Section 2) have to be further analyzed and tested in real settings. A specific analysis on the 
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implementation scale (either geographical or in terms of number of devices), the physical environment, 

the available hardware and software as well as the underlying network technology and the specific 

requirements of the agricultural application to be developed, has to take place, so to conclude to an 

efficient and long-lasting choice.  

6. Conclusion 

This work provided a thorough and up-to-date survey of IoT messaging (application) protocols that are 

regarded as major options for IoT applications. Based on the most recent literature, seven protocols 

(MQTT, CoAP, XMPP, AMQP, DDS, REST-HTTP and WebSocket) were presented, analyzed and 

compared with respect to their performance, measured in terms of relevant key indicators, i.e., latency, 

energy and bandwidth requirements, throughput, reliability and security. Important issues posed by 

contemporary and future smart farming applications were discussed, aiming to provide a strong basis for 

real-life implementation choices and to drive future research efforts that will address the described 

challenges towards a reform of smart farming systems and applications that will effectively and 

efficiently cover societal needs. 
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